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Ladies and gentle men, this edition is packed with everything from racing, spin-
ning, drifting, sound off’s to show n shine. All that makes a petrol head exited. 
We have racing from RACESA and also Bragging Rights from Cape Town where 
the finals took place. The guys also went to support an animal rescue centre. 
Gerrie and Chris Wall went to go check out GRID SX with guys from SOUTH SIDE 
CREW aka Vic Pardal and Mr Dawood. We visited StreetGlow, NitroCrew and the 
boyz from the south Future Audio’s show at the Tiger Wheel and Tyre in Alber-
ton. Dont forgrt to follow us on Facebook as we get to give away some really cool 
Turtle Wax products every week. We also started our TikTok video’s, so go and 
give us a follow. Have a blessed Christmas and a happy new year. Till the next 
edtiotin, Chow!!!!

ITS SHOWTIME!!!



https://www.facebook.com/drdecibel
http://www.vagcafe.com


Another great show by StreetGlow Audio was held 
at The Farmhouse Cafe and this one was like 
having a picnic in the park with green grass and 

lots of shade. Allen always entertain the crowd with cars 

lights and sound. There was some really nice show n 
shine cars and a very neat BMW 3251. Also on the sound 
meter we saw some great number from a 149DB’s to a 
whopping 160 DB’s, wow!! That is extremely loud. Also 

trown in to the mix was a taxi class, these calsses are 
fro micro busses and taxi’s alike. Some really hot rides 
attended this one, we loved it.

Juan

THE FARMHOUSE CAFETHE FARMHOUSE CAFE



There was some celebrity’s that 
showed face like Neeresh with his 
Opel Corsa bakkie named Nezo, 

the sound in his bakkie is really loud 
and crystal clear, we liked that alot. 
On display was a VW Combi build by 

SteetGlow with some serios sound and  
an amazing interior. The white Honda 
also looked super clean and so did 
most of the Toyota 20v. What stood out 
to us was an old VW Passat, maroon 
in colour with cream like mag wheels, 

awesome dude!!! We love old school, 
wish more people would build old cars 
and make them look good. Thank you 
for having ShowTime Magazine there 
and we cant wait for the next StreetGlow 
Event. Peace out!!!



Results from our show at 
The Farmhouse Cafe 
Rookie 2 
1. Avesh (Team Rups) 149.7 
2. Ryan 148.2 
3. Dune’ 143.5 
Stock 1 
1. Shannon 135.5 
2. Rudi 131.1 
Stock 2 
1. Alvin 152.3 
2. Sugeshan Govender 151.2 
3. Deon Hooligan 145.1 
Stock 3 
1. Alvin 150.3 
2. Marlize 147.8 
Advanced No Wall 2 
1. Mervin Pather 154.6 
2. Andre (Ice Power) 153.4 
Advanced No Wall 3 
1. Naren 160.8 
2. Derrick (V3) 152 
3. Yaseen 151.5 
Advanced Wall 2 
1. Dean Niemand 141.2 

Advanced Wall 3 
1. Dylan Pather 158.6 
Sedan 1 
1. Jody 142.9 
2. Anesh 132.8 
3. Launder 130.6 
Bakkie 1 
1. Perumal Family 128.6 
Taxi 
1. Jason 140.1 
2. Ronin 139.8 
3. Amelio Shaik 138.5 
Bass Boxing 1 
1. Alvin 150.7 
2. Balan 145.9 
3. Ash 137.7 
Bass Boxing 2 
1. Camo (DPG) 154.8 
2. Andre (Ice Power) 151.6 
3. Derrick (V3) 149.4 
Bass Boxing 3 
1. Kieshal 149.6 
Overall 
1. Naren 160.8 
2. Dylan Pather 158.6 
3. Camo 154.8









Nitro crew had a great show in Midrand, We went along to go check it out. This show 
was to promote the new Xzibit Audio shop that opened a couple of months back. You 
need sound fitted go check them out, they are known for building some serios sounding 
and good looking cars. The day ran smooth with the sound lanes open and Heenen and 
his wife kept the crowd entertained, some really nice indian food was available for the 
hungry. Micheal from Dr Decibel also came to join in the fun. Was nice to catch up with 
the guys from Iasca and Streetglow that showed their support for the Nitro Crew event.
There was so many things happening at once, so here are the pics for you too drool over.

XZIBIT SHOW DOWNXZIBIT SHOW DOWN

Gerrie



Cars on display was stunning!!!Cars on display was stunning!!!







GerrieGerrie

MAZDA DEALER DAY

WAYNE BULLWAYNE BULL

SHOWTIME MAGAZINE was invite by Wayne Bull for their Mazda dealer day, this kicked off around 9am on 
Saturday the 20th November 2021, the aim is to get people into the new range of Mazda vehcles and expe-
rience the comfort and ride capibilties of their new range, we were  surprisingly intrested in the new Mazda 
bakkie, with an awesome look and pretty strong motor too.







www.uniquemotorsport.co.za


Chris
Barend

CHRISCHRIS

GERRIEGERRIE

PS GAMERS CHECK THIS!

On the weekend of the 21st of November, a 
monster of an event was planned to take 
place at RedStar Raceway out Delmas 

side. Hosts SouthSide Crew are no strangers to 
events and pulling crowds, and the planned Grid 
SX was set to be a massive expo of motoring 

comprising of circuit sessions, corner slide 
sessions (drifting), burnouts and ¼ mile drags. The 
best part is that there was no prizes or trophies, so 
the politics of competition was eliminated leaving 
fun as the main order of the day. Rad concept.  
RedStar Raceway is a brilliant venue, and the 

perfect spot for an event like Grid SX. The only 
sorta problem is that it’s over an hour away from the 
more inhabited parts of Jo’burg. While motorsport 
fanatics will happily drive all day to get to an event, 
because they love to drive, they don’t quite like it 
as much is there’s a threat of rain.

Chris Wall









On the day, the weather was rather bleak, heavy 
clouds and a drizzle every few minutes and 
that meant many who planned to attend stayed 

away. It’s one thing driving far to see action on a hot 
summer’s day, but it’s another to take a chance of 

driving for hours only to get to a rained-out event. 
This showed in the amount of people entered into the 
various event, as well as the amount of public that 
attended. It was still a great day out, we watched a fair 
bit of the action, although the photos mainly show a 

little circuit and some of the sliding, because every 
time we started the walk to the drag strip side to see 
the action there, it rained a little. Guys were racing, 
but not many, and not properly all out thanks to the 
dam conditions. 



We had a rad time while we were there though, 
it’s always great to catch up with familiar 
faces and cars at these things. We know the 

chaps from SouthSide Crew will have another event 
like this in the works and we’ll make sure to attend 
again because we’re addicted to awesomeness. We 

just need to make sure the order for good weather 
goes through to the Powers That Be so it can be a 
proper ripper of an event.







Interviewer - Paul TheodorouInterviewer - Paul Theodorou
Interviewee – Veronica van GreunenInterviewee – Veronica van Greunen
1. Who you are, and what role do you play here at Wetnose?1. Who you are, and what role do you play here at Wetnose?
- I am Veronica van Greunen, I am the shelter manager and animal welfare inspector at Wetnose Animal Rescue Center.- I am Veronica van Greunen, I am the shelter manager and animal welfare inspector at Wetnose Animal Rescue Center.
2. What is Wetnose Animal Rescue Center all about?2. What is Wetnose Animal Rescue Center all about?
- Wetnose is a right to life animal shelter that started back in 1999, where we rescue abused, neglected, injured and abandoned animals. De-- Wetnose is a right to life animal shelter that started back in 1999, where we rescue abused, neglected, injured and abandoned animals. De-
pending on space availability, we also take in unwanted animals. Being a ”right to life” shelter, we do not euthanize animals after a specific time We pending on space availability, we also take in unwanted animals. Being a ”right to life” shelter, we do not euthanize animals after a specific time We 
try our best here to find the most caring homes we can for the animals. All our animals have names and are part of the family.try our best here to find the most caring homes we can for the animals. All our animals have names and are part of the family.
3. How can the public help Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?3. How can the public help Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?
- Any one can get involved with Wetnose. There are many different ways, not just by donating money but also by volunteering their time to help - Any one can get involved with Wetnose. There are many different ways, not just by donating money but also by volunteering their time to help 
around the shelter with cleaning, feeding, walking the animals, grooming the horses and showing love and care to the animals.around the shelter with cleaning, feeding, walking the animals, grooming the horses and showing love and care to the animals.
We host regular events where people can attend to show support or to help out during these events. Of course adopting an animal is the biggest We host regular events where people can attend to show support or to help out during these events. Of course adopting an animal is the biggest 
help and if you can’t adopt an animal, then you could help sponsor an animal at the shelter. People can also help by simply spreading the word on help and if you can’t adopt an animal, then you could help sponsor an animal at the shelter. People can also help by simply spreading the word on 
social media to help support the cause.social media to help support the cause.
4. What animals can be found here at Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?4. What animals can be found here at Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?
- Currently we have 2 dogs, 4 cats, 7 goats, 1 sheep, 3 pigs, 4 donkeys and 48 horses that are all available for adoption. If you are looking for - Currently we have 2 dogs, 4 cats, 7 goats, 1 sheep, 3 pigs, 4 donkeys and 48 horses that are all available for adoption. If you are looking for 
that missing link in the family, you can definitely find him/her here.that missing link in the family, you can definitely find him/her here.
5. Where online can we find Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?5. Where online can we find Wetnose Animal Rescue Center?
- We are all available on social media. We have a small growing YouTube channel, our own website (www.wetnose.co.za), we are very active on - We are all available on social media. We have a small growing YouTube channel, our own website (www.wetnose.co.za), we are very active on 
Facebook, Instagram and little bit on TwitteFacebook, Instagram and little bit on Twitte

WET WET 
NOSESNOSES





https://www.facebook.com/insaneracingsa/


https://www.facebook.com/drdecibel/


CARS & CARS & 
CATCH UPCATCH UP

Chris Chris 

VOLUME 4
VOLUME 4

This month’s instalment was a little quieter than the last one, but that doesn’t mean it was any less awesome. Hosts Solid Café, Garage72 and Carnois-This month’s instalment was a little quieter than the last one, but that doesn’t mean it was any less awesome. Hosts Solid Café, Garage72 and Carnois-
suerWash always make sure attendees have some great music to listen to, along with a few rad vendors selling some wares and food, not forgetting the suerWash always make sure attendees have some great music to listen to, along with a few rad vendors selling some wares and food, not forgetting the 
coolest coffee freezos from The Human Bean. I hid about 5 on the day, the perfect way to cool off while getting wired on caffeine.coolest coffee freezos from The Human Bean. I hid about 5 on the day, the perfect way to cool off while getting wired on caffeine.



A bunch of the usual faces made an appearance, yet the cars we saw were all different again, which is no complaint. There was an absolute minter of 
an Opel Kadett Superboss, a super clean S13 200SX, an ultra-rare VW Passat CL wagon which is the only one I’ve ever spotted in SA, as well as ra-
dio and TV personality Jacob Moshokoa’s  clean blue and white Citi Golf. Plenty bagged rides arrived, from Audi to VW, but the one that gained the 
most attention was definitely Lydon’s hot AF red Honda S2000. Pure JDM porn.



As usual, great cars and people in a great  with a great vibe. We’ll see you at the next one. Cars & 
Catchup events usually take place on the 1st Sunday of every month, but there may not be one in 
December or January. This all depends on what new Covid variants are discovered and if those vari-
ants are allowed out on weekends to attend shows or not. Keep an eye on the hosts Facebook page 
for updates, ShowTime will relay the information too of course.









www.vagcafe.com


BRAGGING RIGHTSBRAGGING RIGHTS
BRAGGING RIGHTS NATIONALS was undoubtedly the biggest and baddest racing event for 2021. 
With over 180 competitors form all around South Africa. The goal was to crown kings of racing 
in the various categories of drag racing, spinning and drifting. Over and above the true bragging 
right of being the best in South Africa in the respective race classes and sport genre, VP Racing 

Fuels sponsored some cool trophies and R200’000.00 cash prizes to sweeten the deal. 

The race day was a 
culmination of various 
regional events run 

across South Africa. This 
meant, that the right to enter 
the final was earned. Having 
the various events across the 
country has been no easy task. 

When deciding if they should 
push through and proceed with 
this first ever national series, 
Nazeer Loonat (RACESA), 
Harry Naidoo (Gas Magazine), 
Raziek Rajah (Spin & Drift 
Outlaws), would have it no 
other way. They had no idea 

when they started the series, 
if they would get the support, 
especially during these tough 
economic times. Their gamble 
paid off, by hosting the most 
exciting and challenging finals 
seen in a long time. 

RAZIEK RAZIEK 
RAJAH RAJAH 



Bragging Rights presented by 
Race SA, GHC Drift Outlaws 

and Spin Outlaws, Gas Magazine, 
and hosted by the Western Province 
Motor Club and sponsored by the 
City of Cape Town and VP Racing 
Fuels and Razor Custom Car Show 

at Killarney International Raceway 
on Saturday 20 November was tru-
ly off the charts. The drama at this 
three-in-one blockbuster event fea-
turing some of South Africa’s fastest 
drag racing cars and motorcycles, 
as well as the country’s top drifting 

exponents and the most skilled spin-
ners, included Lenzey Henry losing 
control of his Suzuki GSX-R1000 
and hitting the ground at more than 
240km/h while his bike was catapult-
ed more than six metres into the air 
and broke into three pieces.



“It’s important that we provide a safe area, a facility for the 
sport to take place and for these various events to take 
place so that we can it off the public streets,” he said. “We 
get it here into a purpose-built track and facility for them 
so that fans, spectators can come and enjoy it in a safe en-
vironment, and we can really support the growth and pop-

ularity of the sport in Cape Town.”

Ralph Kumbier, push-
ing hard with a stiff 

south-easter behind him, 
couldn’t stop his heavy 
Pro Mod Chev Camaro 
in time to make the turn 
at the end of the strip and 
ploughed into the safety 
net – but not before win-
ning his class in a new per-
sonal best time of 8.277 
seconds at 267.52km/h. 
Neither was seriously in-

jured, although Henry re-
portedly suffered some se-
rious bruising and a small 
road rash; he will be very 
stiff for a few days! The day 
started with the arrival of 
the newly elected Mayor 
of Cape Town, Geordin 
Hill-Lewis, who welcomed 
all the visiting competi-
tors. He met Raziek Rajah, 
the Racemaster of Drift 
and Spin Outlaws and ad-

dressed the competitors in 
the drivers briefing, where 
he said, this sport was 
among the fastest-grow-
ing sports in the Western 
Cape and events such as 
Bragging Rights boosted 
Cape Town’s hospitality 
industry, helped created 
jobs and promoted social 
cohesion - bringing peo-
ple together in pursuit of a 
common passion.



MMayoral Committee member for Safety and ayoral Committee member for Safety and 
Security JP Smith, himself an admitted motorsport Security JP Smith, himself an admitted motorsport 
enthusiast, said the event was important for its enthusiast, said the event was important for its 

entertainment value (“One must have fun!”), for promoting entertainment value (“One must have fun!”), for promoting 
Cape Town as a motorsport destination and for helping Cape Town as a motorsport destination and for helping 
to get grassroots racing off the streets and into a safe to get grassroots racing off the streets and into a safe 
and controlled environment.“We need Killarney,” he said. and controlled environment.“We need Killarney,” he said. 
“Experience has shown that once a race-track closes “Experience has shown that once a race-track closes 
down, anywhere in the world, it is never re-opened or down, anywhere in the world, it is never re-opened or 
replaced. Cape Town’s youngest-ever First Citizen was replaced. Cape Town’s youngest-ever First Citizen was 
then strapped into Juan Stemmet’s drift car (Drift Outlaws then strapped into Juan Stemmet’s drift car (Drift Outlaws 
Regional Drifting King), powered by a supercharged Ford Regional Drifting King), powered by a supercharged Ford 
302 Boss engine, and taken for two intense sideways 302 Boss engine, and taken for two intense sideways 
runs around the drifting course, with smoke pouring from runs around the drifting course, with smoke pouring from 

the rear wheels of Stemmet’s car. Afterwards, he said he the rear wheels of Stemmet’s car. Afterwards, he said he 
could understand how the adrenalin rush of high-power could understand how the adrenalin rush of high-power 
motorsport was so addictive. A little later he enjoyed two motorsport was so addictive. A little later he enjoyed two 
high-speed runs down the quarter-mile (402 metres) drag high-speed runs down the quarter-mile (402 metres) drag 
strip, one in organiser Nazeer Loonat’s Porsche and one in strip, one in organiser Nazeer Loonat’s Porsche and one in 
Renzo Torrente’s scary fast BMW M3, driven on the day by Renzo Torrente’s scary fast BMW M3, driven on the day by 
‘horsepower whisperer’ Ashfaaq Bux. The mayor admitted ‘horsepower whisperer’ Ashfaaq Bux. The mayor admitted 
after the second run that he had been unable to film it on his after the second run that he had been unable to film it on his 
phone because his hand had been pushed back against his phone because his hand had been pushed back against his 
chest by the force of the car’s acceleration! The formalities chest by the force of the car’s acceleration! The formalities 
over, racing got underway with roaring engines, smoking over, racing got underway with roaring engines, smoking 
tyres and cheering spectators revving up the competitors tyres and cheering spectators revving up the competitors 
to ‘leave it all on the strip’, which some of them literally did; to ‘leave it all on the strip’, which some of them literally did; 
at least one car left its prop-shaft lying on the start line of at least one car left its prop-shaft lying on the start line of 

the drag strip. Over on the oval, local hero Juan Stemmet the drag strip. Over on the oval, local hero Juan Stemmet 
had the crowd cheering when he walked away with the had the crowd cheering when he walked away with the 
National Drift King title, while the coveted white cap and National Drift King title, while the coveted white cap and 
the right to call himself South Africa’s Spin King went to the right to call himself South Africa’s Spin King went to 
Sunesh ‘Sushi’ Pursad of Benoni in JHB, in his BMW 325 Sunesh ‘Sushi’ Pursad of Benoni in JHB, in his BMW 325 
after a closely fought final against Chadwin Hadjie aka after a closely fought final against Chadwin Hadjie aka 
Boksie, took four different camera angles and several Boksie, took four different camera angles and several 
recounts to decide the winner. He beat an amazing line up recounts to decide the winner. He beat an amazing line up 
of spinners that all had to qualify for the TOP 16 battle and of spinners that all had to qualify for the TOP 16 battle and 
worked his way all to the top of the leader board. This was worked his way all to the top of the leader board. This was 
the first national MSA approved spinning event in South the first national MSA approved spinning event in South 
Africa for 2021. Second place went to Chadwin Hadjie of Africa for 2021. Second place went to Chadwin Hadjie of 
WC and third place to Clinton Crawley aka Subz of KZN. WC and third place to Clinton Crawley aka Subz of KZN. 



JJudges, John Minord and Mahdie Adams and the udges, John Minord and Mahdie Adams and the 
auditor of results Pedro Quickfall had no easy task auditor of results Pedro Quickfall had no easy task 
scoring the amazing drivers on the day. Spin Outlaws scoring the amazing drivers on the day. Spin Outlaws 

national co-ordinator, Renzo Quickfall joined Raziek Rajah national co-ordinator, Renzo Quickfall joined Raziek Rajah 
(competition liaison officer) on the race line where they (competition liaison officer) on the race line where they 
controlled the racing and leaving the judging to external controlled the racing and leaving the judging to external 
parties to rule on. Sunesh Pursad aka Sushi earned his parties to rule on. Sunesh Pursad aka Sushi earned his 
bragging rights with the title of the National Spin King. The bragging rights with the title of the National Spin King. The 
VP Racing Fuels spinner of the day went to Riedwaan VP Racing Fuels spinner of the day went to Riedwaan 
Oliver of Mitchellsplain in the WC. The exhibition drivers Oliver of Mitchellsplain in the WC. The exhibition drivers 
had some great fun on the day and Shaye Green took 1st had some great fun on the day and Shaye Green took 1st 
place, Muhammad Uzayr Rajah 2nd place and Kieron van place, Muhammad Uzayr Rajah 2nd place and Kieron van 
Rooyen took 3rd place. Starting them young is the only way Rooyen took 3rd place. Starting them young is the only way 

to see them progress in the future stars. Juan Stemmet beat to see them progress in the future stars. Juan Stemmet beat 
Christopher Long in the drifting final to take top honours as Christopher Long in the drifting final to take top honours as 
the Drift King. Driver of the day was Uli Spies. Best solo the Drift King. Driver of the day was Uli Spies. Best solo 
run of the day went to Yaseen Damon. Best entry went to run of the day went to Yaseen Damon. Best entry went to 
Gianni Crowster. Best Tandem went to Chris and Juan. VP Gianni Crowster. Best Tandem went to Chris and Juan. VP 
Racing Fuels drifter of the day went to Johandre Duminy.  Racing Fuels drifter of the day went to Johandre Duminy.  
The fastest run of the day on the drag strip was laid down The fastest run of the day on the drag strip was laid down 
by Hermann Mostert from George in his 2JZ-powered by Hermann Mostert from George in his 2JZ-powered 
Nissan Champ bakkie ‘Jack Russell’ with a superb pass Nissan Champ bakkie ‘Jack Russell’ with a superb pass 
at 8.011 seconds at 271.30km/h. His was the only entry in at 8.011 seconds at 271.30km/h. His was the only entry in 
the Exhibition Class for cars with the proven capability of the Exhibition Class for cars with the proven capability of 
breaking into the sevens. Drag racing with a twist. Dragster breaking into the sevens. Drag racing with a twist. Dragster 
were not only racing for time. This put them into a bracket were not only racing for time. This put them into a bracket 

class and after lunch the day got interesting, where the class and after lunch the day got interesting, where the 
dragsters that qualified in a certain class went to battle, to dragsters that qualified in a certain class went to battle, to 
see who is the biggest and baddest competitor on the day. see who is the biggest and baddest competitor on the day. 
That’s when heads up racing started. If you drove faster That’s when heads up racing started. If you drove faster 
the bracket of the class, you were disqualified and your the bracket of the class, you were disqualified and your 
qualifying times, only gets you the race line. The winner qualifying times, only gets you the race line. The winner 
is the driver that crosses the line first, meaning that time is the driver that crosses the line first, meaning that time 
bragging about times, has become a story of the past. Its bragging about times, has become a story of the past. Its 
who reacts and crosses the line first, would be crowned who reacts and crosses the line first, would be crowned 
the King of Drag racing in his class. And that’s exactly what the King of Drag racing in his class. And that’s exactly what 
happened.happened.



Class SO for cars rated at 8.5 seconds or less was won by Kumbier’s Camaro, although 
it was an expensive victory as the car will now need a new body from the firewall forward. 
As always, the motorcycles were up there with the fastest of the cars, as Cobus van Wyk 
from Johannesburg set a new Class SB (open motorcycles) course record for Killarney 
with a superb 8.505 second pass at 263.99km/h on his BMW S1000RR. Class O for cars 
running nine seconds or less was taken by local hero Talha Daniels in ‘Barrascort’ (a UK-
built Mk1 Ford Escort with an Australian Ford ‘Barramundi’ straight-six engine) at 8.759 
seconds and 243.37km/h, while Class SL for cars quicker than 9.5 seconds went to Terry 
Yannikakis’ Mazda F1000, with a superb 9.651 second run at 195.26km/h. Class L, for 10 
second cars (rated at 9.99 seconds or less) provided the closest finish of the day. Jody 
van Schoor’s VW Mk1 and Shaun Zurich’s immaculately prepared Honda Civic, said to be 
the quickest naturally aspirated front-wheel drive car in South Africa, were almost side by 
side over the line (the difference was quoted as 2.067 metres) but nobody would say who 
was in front because Zurich was excluded for red-lighting. It was heartbreak for Zurich but 
a win for Van Schoor, who was timed at 9.748 with an exit speed of 242.01km/h. Morgan 
Smith won Class TL for cars quicker than 10.5 seconds in his Volkswagen Golf Mk1 with 
a best effort of 10.416 seconds at 222.43km/h, and Ross Abrahams in an almost stan-
dard-looking VW Golf 7R just took Class EL for cars rated at 11 seconds or better with a 
10.971 pass at 208.55km/h. Class PS (12 seconds or quicker) went to Jay Williams in a 
VW Golf at 11.543 seconds and 151.72km/h, Class SS (13 seconds or quicker) was won 
by Nazeer Gabriel’s BMW E30 with a 12.025 pass at 167.14, and the entry-level class 
for cars running quicker than 14 seconds was taken by Sean Naidoo, who clocked a very 
creditable 13.04 seconds at 151.23km/h in his Honda Civic. Raziek, Harry and Nazeer 
all said that were honoured to have completed the first national series of this kind. With 
the year we all have had, we are humbled to have called this completed as the rules of 
engagement change all the time, with the ever changing threat of the Covid 19 pandemic. 
We are thankful to all the race drivers, supporters and sponsors for helping making this 
event a reality. Without them, this final would not be possible. We look forward to 2022 
and hope the series will continue to grow and well done to all competitors for taking part 
of this amazing series. 



www.turtlewax.co.za


GerrieGerrie

T   he guys from Future Audio can also put down a great event, this one was in Alberton at the Tiger 
Wheel and Tyre shop in the New Market shopping centre. Thanks to Jason and Bradley for choos-

ing ShowTime to be their media partner. From the word go the event was already nicely packed with a 
sound off competition starting of at 12 o clock and with a something special for the competitors with a 
1 woofer 1 amplifier challenge that had to be played at under a certain hertz and then your hertz would 
be subtracted from your decibel reading and that will be your score, very intresting we might ad, we 
like something different now and again. With Roti’s and samoosa’s plenty and might we ad very cheap 
to keep the hungry people fed. Displays with mag wheels and some other intresting things kept peo-
ple busy, there was always something happening, a very intresting show, keep it up Future Audio, we 
cant wait for the next one.

SOUND OFF AND SHOW N SHINE





FUTURE AUDIO SOUND OFF 
RESULTS 
Tiger wheel & Tyre New market 
 
*STREET 1* 
1ST - Reuben Naidoo 135.3
2ND - Pieter Oosthuizen 134.7
3RD - Brandon Samanthen 132.0 

*STREET 2* 
1ST - no entry
2ND - no entry
3RD - no entry 

*STOCK 1* 
1ST - Rudolf Mulder 139.3
2ND - Winston Moodley 139.2
3RD - Juan Van Der Vyver 135.4 

*STOCK 2* 
1ST - Avesh Team Rups 148.7
2ND - Nico Opperman 145.3 
3RD - Nklaas Snyman 144.6 

*PRO 1* 
1ST - Romano Ice power 148.4
2ND - no entry
3RD - no entry 
*PRO 2* 
1ST - Sugeshan Team Rups 152.0
2ND - Chilli box Team dsm 149.6
3RD - Dean Naiker 149.4 

*ADVANCED 1* 
1ST - Vereshan Pillay 140.9
2ND - Keegan Naidoo 137.7

*ADVANCED 2* 
1ST - Dillan Team Rups 158.3
2ND - Andrew Ice power 155.8
3RD - Uncle Balan 144.0 

*ULTIMATE* 
1ST - Strini Perisamy 158.5
2ND - Dennis Green lantern 152.7 
3RD - Dean Nieuwenhuys 146.9 

*SEDAN* 
1ST - Shaun Chowdree 139.0
2ND - Ryland Naidoo 133.5
3RD - Yaseen Mohammed 123.9 

*BAKKIE (UNCUT)* 
1ST - Ricky De Sousa 135.3
2ND - Durandt Dekker 132.8 
3RD - Danny Meiring 130.4 

*BASS BOXING 1* 
1ST - Avesh Team Rups 146.3
2ND - Bryan Team dsm 141.2
3RD - Brandon Meiring 137.6 

*BASS BOXING 2* 
1ST - Dean Naiker 145.8
2ND - Dean Lombaard 145.3
3RD - Andre Ernest Ice power 145.2 

*BASS BOXING 3
1ST - Andrew ice power 156.0
2ND - Deon Team Hooligan 152.2
3RD - Dennis Green lantern 149.00 

*DRIVE BY 1* 

1ST - Brandon Meiring 124.4
2ND - Juan Van Der Vyver 124.2
3RD - Shaun Chowdree 122.2 

*DRIVE BY 2* 
1ST - Dean Lombard 131.5
2ND - Pieter Team Hooligan 131.4
3RD - Nico Opperman 131 

*DRIVE BY 3 * 
1ST - Andrew ice power 144.3
2ND - Grant O Brien 135.5
3RD - Dean Nieuwenhuys 133.6 

*OVERALL* 

1ST - Strini Perimasamy 158.5
2ND -Dillan Team Rups 158.3
3RD - Andrew Ice power 155.8 

Team of the day: Team DSM/ICE POWER
Sportsman of the day: Quintin Wallace 

*CROWD PLEASER CHALLENGE* 

1ST- Dennis Green lantern 
2ND- Sugen Audiosp
3RD-Grant O Brien 

*Low frequency single sub challenge* 

1ST - Pieter Team Hooligan 142.5 @ 24hz 
=118.5
2ND - Rowan Meyer 139.7 @ 22Hz = 117.7 
3RD - Andre 144.4 @ 29Hz =115.4









https://www.showtimemag.co.za/about-us/


pH BALANCED  
   SNOW FOAM

C M Y K Printed White 348 485 355

Job: 4031 HYBRID SNOW FOAM 2.5L UK
FAW MASTER 53141
Date: 22/10/2018
95 X 125 MM

  

bubblegum    scent

can also be used by hand

high foaming cleaning power

BEFORE AFTER

TRY IT NOW. Available in stores and online
CONNECT WITH US 

WWW.TURTLEWAX.CO.ZA

AUTO EXPRESS COMMENDED

Watch the ‘HOW TO’ video HERE 

http://www.turtlewax.co.za
https://turtlewax.co.za/


Chris Wall

RANGER S
E

The Ford Ranger Raptor is the ultimate in 4x4 double 
cabs here in SA, it’s the halo model that sits atop the 
Ford range, the one that people have on their lotto 

winnings car list, myself included. Every model built has 
an immediate buyer too, showing that people who want 
something special are prepared to shell out decent money, 
and the Ranger Raptor is very decent money. There’s a new 
model planned for the end of 2022, and so to keep prospective 
buyers happy until then, Ford SA have created the Ranger 

Raptor SE - or Special Edition. The base for the Ranger 
Raptor SE remains pretty much the same mechanically and 
feature-wise, as seen when I had one on test a while back, 
but the addition of attention-grabbing feature highlights and a 
sportier interior trim have been added to make the truck just 
that it just that much more exclusive. And it works! The main 
features like the Fox Racing suspension, the amazing Terrain 
Management System, the super smooth 10-speed auto and 
the 157kW/50Nm 2.0 bi-turbo diesel all remain the same, 

which is good because you don’t mess with things that work. 
The combination of the mechanical and electronic bits in the 
Ranger Raptor are what make the truck special, and sought 
after. They’re so good that I can’t possibly think what would 
change in the next model. It also explains why the limited 
edition SE version has tweaks centred more around styling 
and visuals. It comes in some special colours; Performance 
Blue, Frozen White, Conquer Grey and Agate Black.   



aand the addition of a pair of red-edged matte black stripes nd the addition of a pair of red-edged matte black stripes 
over the truck as well as on the lower body sides, rear wings over the truck as well as on the lower body sides, rear wings 
and tailgate looks freaking rad man! There’s also some and tailgate looks freaking rad man! There’s also some 

sticker work surrounding the headlights, much like. Another sticker work surrounding the headlights, much like. Another 
noice change is having the meaty tow hooks finished in red noice change is having the meaty tow hooks finished in red 
making a great contrast to the surrounding factory bashplate.  making a great contrast to the surrounding factory bashplate.  
      On the Ranger Raptor the flared arches, front and rear       On the Ranger Raptor the flared arches, front and rear 
bumpers, handles and the grille are all in a single shade of grey, bumpers, handles and the grille are all in a single shade of grey, 
but on this new Raptor SE they’ve all be made matte black. A but on this new Raptor SE they’ve all be made matte black. A 
subtle change with a brilliant visual impact. They’ve also added subtle change with a brilliant visual impact. They’ve also added 
in the sports hoop usually reserved for the Ranger Wildtrak, in the sports hoop usually reserved for the Ranger Wildtrak, 
and it suits the Raptor SE perfectly. The lockable Mountain and it suits the Raptor SE perfectly. The lockable Mountain 
Top black roller shutter, as seen on the limited edition Ranger Top black roller shutter, as seen on the limited edition Ranger 
Thunder, has been added to the Raptor SE. This addition is Thunder, has been added to the Raptor SE. This addition is 
brilliant, and makes so much sense on a Raptor seeing as the brilliant, and makes so much sense on a Raptor seeing as the 
load bin on these isn’t meant for huge loads, but more to store load bin on these isn’t meant for huge loads, but more to store 

your goodies when you’re overlanding at highway speeds. The your goodies when you’re overlanding at highway speeds. The 
cabin sees a few tasteful changes too. The stitching on the cabin sees a few tasteful changes too. The stitching on the 
seats, steering, door cards is now in red instead of blue - seats, steering, door cards is now in red instead of blue - 
a small but cool change. The instrument panel is also now a small but cool change. The instrument panel is also now 
finished in Raceway Grey, and the red stitching just works finished in Raceway Grey, and the red stitching just works 
with this. The seats in the Ranger Raptor SE are finished in a with this. The seats in the Ranger Raptor SE are finished in a 
brilliant Technical Suede and while they look like race seats, brilliant Technical Suede and while they look like race seats, 
they’re ridiculously comfortable. Of course they offer up great they’re ridiculously comfortable. Of course they offer up great 
support during high-performance off-road driving - which oddly support during high-performance off-road driving - which oddly 
happens A LOT in a Raptor. More red is seen in the needles happens A LOT in a Raptor. More red is seen in the needles 
for in dials, proper sporty vibes. The steering wheel also gets for in dials, proper sporty vibes. The steering wheel also gets 
red stitching with a red centre locator, and having magnesium red stitching with a red centre locator, and having magnesium 
paddle shifters added makes for a brilliant visual. paddle shifters added makes for a brilliant visual. 
 To sample the Ranger Raptor SE, a bunch of us were able  To sample the Ranger Raptor SE, a bunch of us were able 
to drive a convoy of them from CT International through the to drive a convoy of them from CT International through the 
Tankwa Karoo. These roads are usually quite uncomfortable, Tankwa Karoo. These roads are usually quite uncomfortable, 

but the suspension in these Raptors is so damn good but the suspension in these Raptors is so damn good 
that it feels like the roads flatten out into smoothness. that it feels like the roads flatten out into smoothness. 



This is one of those things that need to be felt, words don’t 
really do the drive in the Raptor SE any justice. Bang the 
drive mode into Baja and you can comfortably exceed 

highway speeds on gravel roads, it’s amazing. You still need 
to exercise caution though, because if you do manage to cock 
up on gravel, physics takes over and you’re just a passenger. 
       In the overnighter trip, we had pretty much all kinds of 

weather, but it made near as no difference to the drive and 
comfort in the Raptors. It did add in mud, lots and lots of mud, 
which made for even more epicness, and some rad pics. 
      The Ranger Raptor Special Edition is not cheap, you’re 
looking at a price tag of R965 300, R45 000 over the “regular” 
Raptor. There’s definitely more than enough changes to 
warrant the increased price. If you had to try and do all these 

changes in an aftermarket capacity you’d be spending way 
more than that price difference, that’s for sure. What you have 
here is a Ranger Raptor that’s a little more exclusive, and it a 
brilliant almost mid-life tweak keeping the nomenclature fresh 
and relevant until the new model arrives. There’s a reason 
it’s touted as the best premium truck (bakkie) available.   
     



THE CHILLTHE CHILL

SFCP-SASFCP-SA

The Chill meet hosted by Red 
Pepper Detailing and SFCP-SA . 
Its 2021 and almost December, the boys and 
girls are itching to meet and what better way 
to fix this, by getting together with our fellow 
car enthusiast to hang out and appreciate each 
other’s hard work.  With that said “The Chill” 
meet was born, and like wild fire the word spread. 
As the golden hour just before sunset started 
approaching on a beautiful Sunday afternoon, 
the parking lot behind KOTA  JOE’s Wonder 
boom started to wake up and come alive with the 

sounds of revving rotary’s, spooling turbo’s and 
booming bass boxes, there where old Toyota 
Coronas and Corollas proving why they are still 
legendary till this day, a red RX8 playing the 
sweet tunes that only the Dorito of motors can 
do, some crazy and wild hatch backs, a fiesta 
with more boost than your Granny on race day, 
Some coal throwing TDI’S, A Ballade that is lower 
than  your standards 10 seconds before the new 
year starts; and off course what would a meet be 
without a Golf or two.



All this and so much more came to join this beautiful day of sweet 
serenity for anyone who believes themselves to be a true pet-
rol head.  No prizes no competitions just the pure love for what we do. 
Even with crews that don’t always see eye to eye when they are out in the wild, 
decided to not pick beef but to shake hands and show some love towards each 
other’s effort to be the biggest kid on their block. 





Next Generation Potenza Sport  Unlocking 
Performance The Potenza Sport is the 
latest chapter in Bridgestone’s long legacy 

in high performance. Combined with our pioneering 
spirit, innovation in motorsports, expertise in high 
performance tyres, and extensive market research, 
the latest Potenza Sport keeps drivers in control while 
unlocking the performance of their vehicle. Co-created 
with drivers, pioneered with cutting-edge technologies 
Potenza SportThe custom-developed Potenza Sport 

was co-created with drivers and has been selected 
as original equipment by leading car manufacturers 
such as BMW, Maserati, and Lamborghini. To achieve 
the Potenza Sport’s cutting edge performance, 
Bridgestone applies innovative technologies in tread 
pattern, compound, and construction. The tyre’s tread 
design applies cutting-edge technologies, including 
innovative 3D sipes to increase shear stiffness, 
with benefits in braking and abrasion resistance. 
The compound’s optimised formula combined with 
innovative mixing technology improves wet and dry 

performances. A new hybrid crown reinforcement 
maximises the tyre’s high speed stability performance 
steering response, while optimising rolling resistance. 
Environmentally-friendly virtual tyre development 
technology enables Bridgestone to accurately predict 
a tyre’s performance at development stage – saving 
resources and reducing the developmental period. 
We go the extra mile develop premium, custom-
engineered tyres that unlock the performance of every 
vehicle we work on. Bridgestone is a global leader in 
advanced solutions and sustainable mobility.

NEW POTENZA SPORT LAUNCH



A high-performance tyre complements powerful supercars and 
high-performance vehicles by increasing their stability and dry 
braking. Drivers that go for high-performance tyres want to 

achieve a sporty driving experience or unlock their vehicle’s potential 
on and off the track. Before choosing this tyre, it’s essential to know 

whether it matches your environment, driving style and needs. High-
performance tyres perform best in dry conditions, although some also 
perform well in wet weather. Generally, if you need to handle different 
weather conditions throughout the year, a high-performance tyre is best 
for the summer season. But understanding whether a tyre fits your daily 

driving experience is just as important. Do you want more stability when 
driving at speed or while cornering? Or do you prefer a tyre that offers 
excellent cornering, dry braking and wet performance? When you know 
what your tyre needs to achieve, it’s easier to choose a tyre based on 
what it was designed to do.



A tyre needs to balance different elements to get the ideal 
performance characteristics. For high-performance 
tyres, that means focusing on, Grip and traction: 

Maximising a tyre’s grip while braking, turning and driving on 
straight roads at full speed. Handling: Handling is how well 
a vehicle responds to your driving. High-performance tyres 

maximise control during steering, cornering and braking. 
Robustness: A reinforced construction helps the tyre handle 
real, imperfect and sometimes challenging road conditions. 
Longevity: Grip and performance are among the top priorities 
of a high-performance tyre, but the tread life tends to be 
shorter than passenger tyres. Some performance tyres now 

feature a specific tread design that offsets this issue in the long 
run. Potenza Sport, Bridgestone’s latest high-performance 
tyre, was designed with all these characteristics to achieve 
maximum performance without compromising on longevity 
and comfort.



At the end of October, the 
crew from RaceSA put 
together a full weekend of 

racing at Midvaal Raceway. It was 
dubbed The Full Prep Invitational 
and as the name suggests, people 
were invited to compete. Being 
a weekend event, and also due 
to the fact that Midvaal Raceway 
boss man Nino Venturi is 
awesome and offered competitors 
the option of staying over at the 
track to make life easier for those 

travelling far to come compete.  
Not all competitors raced on both 
days, some stuck to Saturday’s 
track time and didn’t return on the 
Sunday, and some skipped the 
Saturday racing and only raced on 
the Sunday, but overall, there were 
loads of competitors with properly 
sorted cars making for some of the 
best on-track action we’ve seen in 
a while. All the cars invited were 
top runners, serious racer chasing 
proper times, and many achieved 

the goals they set for themselves. 
Saturday saw plenty fast stuff, 
but ShowTime was at another 
show and planned for Sunday 
attendance, so we missed those 
chaps. The bonus for us was 
that Sunday was absolutely mad, 
the traction at RaceSA events is 
always tops thanks to the guys 
from VP Racing Fuel SA supplying 
the world’s best trackbite, but on 
this specific Sunday the traction 
was next level. RACE SA Full Prep Invitational at Midvaal Raceway

Chris Wall



Having a day’s racing lay down 
rubber followed immediately by 
another event meant the sticky stuff 

was super sticky. In fact, the very first run 
of the day saw a 9-second Champ blow 
up a transmission. Luckily breakages 
through the day were minimal, we the 

ones that affected the track anyway.  
There were loads of highlights on 
the day. Seeing Cape Town’s Ralph 
Kumbier’s normally aspirated 1000hp 
Camaro in action was something 
else, the thunderous V8 monster 
ran consistent 8s. EIGHTS normally 

aspirated, at altitude! Jean De la Rey’s 
Ice Motorsport-fettled Evo 9 cemented 
itself as the first 4-banger in SA to run a 
low 8-second pass with an 8.4-second 
pass at a mad 266km/h. This puts Jean 
in the WORLD top 20 fastest Evos.



While there was plenty to see, 
Boris Saric’s all-wheel drive 
Toyota Conquest was a nice 

sight, albeit heavy on the ears when it 
launches. A few tweaks to the setup and 

launch and it will be a monster on the 
track. And then there was Leon Du Plooy 
with his 4A-GE-powered Nissan Champ. 
This man not only ran his personal best, 
but he also claimed the 4-cylinder record 

for Midvaal Raceway with a 60ft of just 
1.191-seconds followed by a quarter 
mile pass of 7.861-seconds at a speed 
of 280.3km/h. Absolute madness, and 
amazing! 



Awesome event that ran 
like clockwork keeping the 
RaceSA reputation flying 

high. Well-done to all involved; 

organisers, drivers and crew, 
vendors and of course the marshals 
who are the oil in the gears keeping 
things running smooth.



ABSOLUTE MADNESS AND AMAZING








